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perhaps a naturalist, a large collection of shells was found, comprising

a great variety of Mediterranean species, in as good a state of

preservation as if they had remained for the same number of years

in a museum. A comparison of these remains with those found so

generally in a fossil state would not assist us in obtaining the least

insight into the time required to produce a certain degree of decom

position or mineralization; for, although under favourable circum

stances, much greater alteration might doubtless have been brought

about in a shorter period, yet the example before us shows that an

inhumation of seventeen centuries may sometimes effect nothing

towards the reduction of shells to the state in which fossils are

usually found.

The wooden beams in the houses at ilerculaneum are black on the

exterior, but when cleft open, they appear to be almost in the state

of ordinary wood, and the progress made by the whole mass towards

the state of lignite is scarcely appreciable. Some animal and

vegetable substances of more perishable kinds have of course suffered

much change and decay, yet the state of conservation of these is

truly remarkable. Fishing-nets are very abundant in both cities,

often quite entire; and their number at Pompeii is the more interest

ing from the sea, being now, as we stated, a mile distant. Linen

has been found at 1-lerculaneum, with the texture well defined; and

in a fruiterer's shop in that city were discovered vessels full of

almonds, chestnuts, walnuts, and fruit of the "carubiere," all dis

tinctly recognizable from their shape. A loaf, also, still retaining its
form, was found in a baker's shop, with his name stamped upon it.
On the counter of an apothecary was a box of pills converted into a
fine earthy substance; and by the side of it a small cylindrical roll

evidently prepared to be cut into pills. By the side of these was a

jar containing medicinal herbs. In 1827, moist olives were found in
a square glass-case, and "caviare," or roe of a fish, in a state of
wonderful preservation. An examination of these curious condiments
has been published by Covelli of Naples, and they are preserved
hermetically sealed in the museum there.*

Papyri.- There is a marked difference in the condition and
appearance of the animal and vegetable substances found at Pompeii
and Herculaneum; those of Pompeii being penetrated by a grey
pulverulent tuff, those in I-Ierculaneum seeming to have been first
enveloped by a paste which consolidated round them, and then
allowed them to become slowly carbonized. Some of the rolls of
papyrus at Pompeii still retain their form; but the writing, and
indeed almost all the vegetable matter, appear to have vanished, and
to have been replaced by volcanic tuff somewhat pulverulent. At
Herculaneum the earthy matter has scarcely ever penetrated; and
the vegetable substance of the papyrus has become a thin friable
black matter, almost resembling in appearance the tinder which
remains when stiff paper has been burnt, in which the letters may
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